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There were: 19 possible respondents.

0%0%0%0%100%5100%7Instructor provides feedback14

0%0%0%14%86%4.9100%7Instructor knows subject matter well13

0%0%0%14%86%4.9100%7Instructor encourages student participation12

0%0%0%0%100%5100%7Instructor challenges me to think11

0%0%0%14%86%4.9100%7Displays enthusiasm in teaching subject matter10

0%0%14%0%86%4.786%7Would recommend instructor to another student9

0%0%0%29%71%4.7100%7Assignments relavant to course8

0%0%14%0%86%4.786%7Instructor sets high standards7

0%0%0%43%57%4.6100%7Instructor respects students as individuals6

0%0%0%0%100%5100%7Instructor is available5

0%0%0%0%100%5100%7Tests and projects reasonable and fair4

0%0%14%0%86%4.786%7Subject is presented clearly3

0%14%0%29%57%4.386%7Material appropriate to course2

0%0%0%43%57%4.6100%7Instructor prepared for class1

Str DisagreeDisagreeUndecidedAgreeStragree

4.896%OverallGrp

AvgTop TwoNQuestion Text

Throughout this class, I learned how to correct my writing and see where i could change wording, punctuation, etc. However, I have a complaint about this course. I believe
we strayed off topic too much in class. We seemed to stray off the English composition part of the class and tended to talk about things that I did not believe were relevant
to the class. For example, talking about problems in society does not pertain to this course in my opinion.

Hands down one of my favorite teachers at CBU. I feel like your classroom is a very open space where we can say alms anything we want and and truly express ourselves.
And that's what college is all about right? I love that i can get help from you outside of the classroom. That is one of the best qualities here at CBU, having that strong
relationship with your professors is beautiful. I like knowing that I can come to you for help even if its not school related. I am definitely going to miss you next semester.
Oh and one more thing. I really think that you should get rid of the grammar presentations. This is college and these kids should be smart enough to look up things on their
own. Its a waste of time and a waste of paper with all due respect.

Her teaching made me start paying attention to the world around me, and the differences in treatment of individuals based on trivial things. I think she made me grow as a
person or at least more perceptive, probably both.

I honestly did not think I was going to like Comp, but Dr. Lukowski made it one of my favorite classes this semester.

I love your class.

One of the best English teachers I have ever had.

I would definitely recommend Dr. Lukowski to another student. She is so accurate, loving, and hilarious!

Question: Additional comments

 Text Responses



Fall 2014, ENG 111 English Composition I Section D
Instructor: Lukowski, Alison (Primary)

Christian Brothers University

There were: 17 possible respondents.

0%0%0%13%87%4.9100%15Instructor provides feedback14

0%0%0%13%87%4.9100%15Instructor knows subject matter well13

0%0%0%20%80%4.8100%15Instructor encourages student participation12

0%0%7%13%80%4.793%15Instructor challenges me to think11

0%0%0%27%73%4.7100%15Displays enthusiasm in teaching subject matter10

0%7%0%20%73%4.693%15Would recommend instructor to another student9

0%0%7%20%73%4.793%15Assignments relavant to course8

0%0%7%20%73%4.793%15Instructor sets high standards7

0%0%7%27%67%4.693%15Instructor respects students as individuals6

0%0%0%13%87%4.9100%15Instructor is available5

0%0%0%27%73%4.7100%15Tests and projects reasonable and fair4

0%0%7%33%60%4.593%15Subject is presented clearly3

0%7%0%29%64%4.593%14Material appropriate to course2

0%7%7%13%73%4.587%15Instructor prepared for class1

Str DisagreeDisagreeUndecidedAgreeStragree

4.796%OverallGrp

AvgTop TwoNQuestion Text

Great teacher and great class. I would take another class from this professor in a heartbeat.

The instructor taught a lot about the subject matter, but I really appreciated the lessons taught about people and life.

Dr. Lukowski is a fantastic professor. She's very opinionated and her teaching style really works for me.

Easy class, easy life.

Dr. Lukowski is a wonderful teacher and it was a pleasure to have her my first year at cbu.

She's a great professor and I learned a lot in her class. I feel confident in my writing now because of the feedback Dr. Lukowski gives me on my assignments.

Dr. Lukowski is fun to listen to and is engaging, and makes what would otherwise be a boring subject much better.

Favorite class this semester, can't wait for the next one!
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